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A shift in residential patterns in American cities have fostered a breeding ground 
for mutant buildings. Owners split, manipulate, and expand their houses as they 
create idiosyncratic constructs of  great visual and spatial complexity. Originally 
developed for a middle class population, single-family homes have become 
mixed-use or multi-family complexes thanks to the resourceful implementation 
of  commercial materials. 
This thesis aims to develop a new strategy for transforming the normative 
American house by using the conventions of  platform frame construction. 
Variations will emerge from a set of  design constraints, which—unlike that 
employed for typical houses—are based on data that disregards style and unified 
compositions. This process attempts to emulate the qualities of  the mutated 
homes found in shrinking cities. 
Because mutated homes result from a strange curation of  everyday building 
materials and techniques, I elect to adopt uncreative design procedures. The idea 
of  uncreativity stems from poet Kenneth Goldsmith’s uncreative writing, which 
involve the collection and manipulation of  existing texts. With sources ranging 
from Shakespeare, newspaper articles, to YouTube comments, Goldsmith creates 
what he calls a “textual ecosystem.” He uses this ecosystem as a petri dish for 
his textual experiments. For Goldsmith, writing is not about authors producing 
new content but how they alter, manipulate, and arrange found texts to generate 
compelling, if  unpredictable, results. 
Borrowing from the spirit of  uncreativity, this thesis developed processes for 
uncreative construction that use data such as average square footage per room, 
project cost, and percentage of  siding material related to geographic regions 
collected from common house building organizations such as simplyadditions.
com, the National Association of  Home Builders, the National Association of  
Realtors, and the City of  Syracuse Zoning Code. This information is codified 
into several textual ecosystems, such as a set of  spreadsheets, or a construction 
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This thesis began with a fascination for everyday homes in post-industrial American cities. This 
interest led to a collection of  “case-study” houses in Syracuse, NY, Pittsburgh, PA, Buffalo, NY, 
and Detroit, MI. 
Certain characteristics such as the ad-hoc use of  materials—most often readily available in home 
improvement stores—and bizarre compositions that feature multiple addtions motivated this 
selection.
Rebecca Marsh participated to the house selection. A Creative Works Grant offered by Syracuse 
































Because mutated homes result from a strange curation of  everyday building materials and tech-
niques, I have elected to adopt uncreative design procedures. The idea of  uncreativity stems from 
poet Kenneth Goldsmith’s uncreative writing, which involve the collection and manipulation of  
existing texts. With sources ranging from Shakespeare, newspaper articles, to YouTube comments, 
Goldsmith creates what he calls a “textual ecosystem.” He uses this ecosystem as a petri dish for his 
textual experiments. For Goldsmith, writing is not about authors producing new content but how 
they alter, manipulate, and arrange found texts to generate compelling, if  unpredictable, results. 





Booklet of  statements for people to participate in. Statements are 





















One sheet of clear plexiglass of arb 
Itrary size and thickness secured at 
the four corners and exact center by 
screws to the floor 
27
Wall Drawings, 1969 - 2007
Sol Lewitt
The wall drawings are executed from a set of  instructions or specifications 




The use of  everyday recording as medium for musical manipulation. Two 
loops of  tape are phased in and out of  rhythm, creating unexpected and 
layered sounds. 
29
Seven Number Poems, 1971
Neil Mills
The poems must be experienced through the act of  saying aloud the lines of  
numbers which creates a rhythm. The understanding of  the poem is through 











Trubeck - Wislocki Houses, 1971
Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates
The Trubeck – Wislocki Houses explore Venturi and Scott Brown’s 
fascination with the ugly and ordinary. Their work focuses on the 
manipulation of  American vernacular elements.
31
Ten Houses, 1967 - 1978
Peter Eiseman 
Eiseman’s Ten Houses are a series of  house designs that are derived from 




The summer cabins along the Tisza River in Hungary are all self-made and 




Textual Ecosystem 01: Construction Manual
I began to develop a new type of  construction document for framing a house without drawings. 
Similar to some of  the precedents, this construction document uses only numbers and conditions 
to instruct the building process. 
Each spread of  the manual contains a numeric poem which designates certain actions which are 
paired with conditions (i.e. place vertically) and dimensions. This construction rhythm is separated 
into various chapters (floor 01, wall 01, wall 02, etc.) which are to be constructed in sequence. 
The first version of  this manual was designed to create a 12’ x 16’ two story addition. This version 
of  the manual was given to three different groups of  students who were without knowledge of  





























Model scale is 1:16 (divide all real measurements by 16)
All instructions are meant to be constructed as they are read, from left to right
Make sure to read all corresponding instructions before constructing pieces of  model 
Since there is an exact amount of  pieces in the kit, any ad-lib pieces must be used from scrap cuts
When designating large groups of  wood apply a number to them (i.e. studs 1-10)
When doubling pieces apply a .2 after (i.e. 1.2)



















































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
M = horizontally








1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
4. Cut to (b)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
b = 137”
M = horizontally










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Header 
Y = 16” on center
M = vertically













1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




X = Joist 
Y = 16” on center
b = 144”
M =vertically











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) OSB
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)






N = to floor joists. Long direction should go 
perpendicular to direction of  joists. 
Y = until all Floor is completely covered. 





































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plate











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = soleplate and top plate, excluding studs 4 
and 8











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)









N = top of  door frame
B = header













4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 3.2 ,4, 5.2
b = 8”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 01











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
b = 13”
M = vertically










5. Attach Wall 01 (M) to (N)
M = vertically














1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6

























1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates












1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 1 and Top plate 1, excluding 
stud 3











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 2 and Top plate 2, excluding 
stud 7












2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 02










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
b = 13”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 24”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 03











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
b = 13”
M = vertically








5. Attach Wall 02.1 (M) to (N)
M = vertically







5. Attach Wall 02.2 (M) to (N)
M = vertically






















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates












1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)











1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
112
5. Attach Wall 03 (M) to (N)
M = vertically











1, 2,  
3
4
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6
1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 




X = Header 










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Header 
Y = 16” on center













1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





X = Joist 
b = 138-3/4”
M =horizontally
N = header 1 and header 2











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





X = Joist 
b = 99-1/4”
M =horizontally
N = header 1 and header 2











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





X = Joist 
b = 31-3/4”
M =horizontally
N = header 1 and header 2





















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




X = Joist 
b = 144”
M =horizontally









1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) OSB
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)






N = to floor joists. Long direction should go 
perpendicular to direction of  joists. 
Y = until all Floor is completely covered. 

















1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
5
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
5
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
5






5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Landing and Platform
M = vertically
N = Floor 01 adjacent to Stud 10 of  Wall 03 
135
Stairs 01







5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Stringer 1 and Stringer 1.2
M = diagonally
N = Top of  Floor 01, connecting Joist 5 to 










5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Stringer 2 and Stringer 2.2
M = diagonally
N = Top of  Landing Platform , connecting 










5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Risers 1 - 1.8
M = vertically










5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Risers 2 - 2.6
M = vertically










5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Treads 1 - 1.7
M = horizontally











5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Treads 2 - 2.6
M = horizontally







































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plate











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = soleplate and top plate, excluding studs 3 
and 8












2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 04











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
b = 13”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 05











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
b = 13”
M = vertically









5. Attach Wall 01 (M) to (N)
M = vertically













1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6

































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)

















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plate











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 1 and Top plate 1, excluding 
stud 3











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 2 and Top plate 2, excluding 
studs 7 and 11












2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 06








1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
b = 13”
M = vertically














2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 07








1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
b = 13”
M = vertically














2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 11.2, 12, 13.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 08








1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 11.2, 12, 13.2
b = 13”
M = vertically










5. Attach Wall 05.1 (M) to (N)
M = vertically







5. Attach Wall 05.2 (M) to (N)
M = vertically






























1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates












1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = soleplate and top plate, excluding studs 8












2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 09








1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
b = 13”
M = vertically










5. Attach Wall 06 (M) to (N)
M = vertically
















1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2 
5





1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
3. Mark (B) @ (H)




B = Top plates of  Wall 04 and Wall 06
H = 16” O.C.
M = horizontally 










Roof  Pitch 
2. Designate height of  roof  = (n)
8. Calculate Roof  Pitch (m) 
n = 48” 
m = (n) / (192”)
223
Roof




Roof  Pitch 
1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate height of  roof  (X)
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
4. Cut to (b)





X = Ridge joist 
Y = 16” O.C.
M = horizontally 
N = 48” above roof  joists 64” inset from top 
of  Wall 04
225
Roof
Roof  Pitch  






1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate height of  roof  (Y)
4. Cut to (b)





Y = Rafters 1-1.10
M = diagonally
N = marks on Ridge Joist to sides of  Roof  









1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate height of  roof  (Y)
4. Cut to (b)





Y = Rafters 2-2.10
M = diagonally
N = marks on Ridge Joist to sides of  Roof  






















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) OSB
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)






N = exterior of  wall studs. Place long direction 
perpendicular to wall studs.
Y = until all walls are completely covered. 










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) OSB
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)






N = exterior of  Roof  frame. Place long 
direction perpendicular to rafters.











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Cedar Clapboard
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)





b = 45o angle from base of  first corner 
M =vertically
N = exterior of  wall. Place long direction 
perpendicular to wall studs.
Y = until all walls are completely covered. 































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
M = horizontally








1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
4. Cut to (b)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
b = 137”
M = horizontally










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Header 
Y = 16” on center
M = vertically













1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




X = Joist 
Y = 16” on center
b = 144”
M =vertically











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) OSB
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)






N = to floor joists. Long direction should go 
perpendicular to direction of  joists. 
Y = until all Floor is completely covered. 





































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plate











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = soleplate and top plate, excluding studs 4 
and 8











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)









N = top of  door frame
B = header













4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 3.2 ,4, 5.2
b = 8”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 01











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
b = 13”
M = vertically










5. Attach Wall 01 (M) to (N)
M = vertically














1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6

























1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates












1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 1 and Top plate 1, excluding 
stud 3











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 2 and Top plate 2, excluding 
stud 7












2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 02










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
b = 13”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 24”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 03











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
b = 13”
M = vertically








5. Attach Wall 02.1 (M) to (N)
M = vertically







5. Attach Wall 02.2 (M) to (N)
M = vertically






















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates












1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)











1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
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5. Attach Wall 03 (M) to (N)
M = vertically











1, 2,  
3
4
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6
1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 




X = Header 










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Header 
Y = 16” on center













1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





X = Joist 
b = 138-3/4”
M =horizontally
N = header 1 and header 2











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





X = Joist 
b = 99-1/4”
M =horizontally
N = header 1 and header 2











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





X = Joist 
b = 31-3/4”
M =horizontally
N = header 1 and header 2





















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




X = Joist 
b = 144”
M =horizontally









1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) OSB
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)






N = to floor joists. Long direction should go 
perpendicular to direction of  joists. 
Y = until all Floor is completely covered. 

















1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
5
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
5
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
5






5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Landing and Platform
M = vertically
N = Floor 01 adjacent to Stud 10 of  Wall 03 
329
Stairs 01







5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Stringer 1 and Stringer 1.2
M = diagonally
N = Top of  Floor 01, connecting Joist 5 to 










5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Stringer 2 and Stringer 2.2
M = diagonally
N = Top of  Landing Platform , connecting 










5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Risers 1 - 1.8
M = vertically










5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Risers 2 - 2.6
M = vertically










5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Treads 1 - 1.7
M = horizontally











5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Treads 2 - 2.6
M = horizontally







































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plate











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = soleplate and top plate, excluding studs 3 
and 8












2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 04











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
b = 13”
M = vertically






























1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
M = horizontally








1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
4. Cut to (b)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
b = 137”
M = horizontally










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Header 
Y = 16” on center
M = vertically













1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




X = Joist 
Y = 16” on center
b = 144”
M =vertically











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) OSB
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)






N = to floor joists. Long direction should go 
perpendicular to direction of  joists. 
Y = until all Floor is completely covered. 





































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plate











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = soleplate and top plate, excluding studs 4 
and 8











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)









N = top of  door frame
B = header













4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 3.2 ,4, 5.2
b = 8”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 01











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
b = 13”
M = vertically










5. Attach Wall 01 (M) to (N)
M = vertically














1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6

























1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates












1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 1 and Top plate 1, excluding 
stud 3











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 2 and Top plate 2, excluding 
stud 7












2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 02










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
b = 13”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 24”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 03











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
b = 13”
M = vertically








5. Attach Wall 02.1 (M) to (N)
M = vertically







5. Attach Wall 02.2 (M) to (N)
M = vertically






















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates












1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)











1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
424
5. Attach Wall 03 (M) to (N)
M = vertically











1, 2,  
3
4
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6
1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 




X = Header 










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Header 
Y = 16” on center













1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





X = Joist 
b = 138-3/4”
M =horizontally
N = header 1 and header 2











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





X = Joist 
b = 99-1/4”
M =horizontally
N = header 1 and header 2











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





X = Joist 
b = 31-3/4”
M =horizontally
N = header 1 and header 2





















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




X = Joist 
b = 144”
M =horizontally









1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) OSB
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)






N = to floor joists. Long direction should go 
perpendicular to direction of  joists. 
Y = until all Floor is completely covered. 

















1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
5
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
5
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
5






5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Landing and Platform
M = vertically
N = Floor 01 adjacent to Stud 10 of  Wall 03 
447
Stairs 01







5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Stringer 1 and Stringer 1.2
M = diagonally
N = Top of  Floor 01, connecting Joist 5 to 










5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Stringer 2 and Stringer 2.2
M = diagonally
N = Top of  Landing Platform , connecting 










5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Risers 1 - 1.8
M = vertically










5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = Risers 2 - 2.6
M = vertically





























1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
M = horizontally








1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
4. Cut to (b)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
b = 137”
M = horizontally










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Header 
Y = 16” on center
M = vertically













1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




X = Joist 
Y = 16” on center
b = 144”
M =vertically











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) OSB
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)






N = to floor joists. Long direction should go 
perpendicular to direction of  joists. 
Y = until all Floor is completely covered. 





































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plate











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = soleplate and top plate, excluding studs 4 
and 8











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)









N = top of  door frame
B = header













4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 3.2 ,4, 5.2
b = 8”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 01











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
b = 13”
M = vertically










5. Attach Wall 01 (M) to (N)
M = vertically














1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6

























1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates












1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 1 and Top plate 1, excluding 
stud 3











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 2 and Top plate 2, excluding 
stud 7












2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 02










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
b = 13”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 24”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 03











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
b = 13”
M = vertically








5. Attach Wall 02.1 (M) to (N)
M = vertically







5. Attach Wall 02.2 (M) to (N)
M = vertically






















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates












1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)











1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
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5. Attach Wall 03 (M) to (N)
M = vertically











1, 2,  
3
4
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6
1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 




X = Header 










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Header 
Y = 16” on center













1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





X = Joist 
b = 138-3/4”
M =horizontally
N = header 1 and header 2











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





X = Joist 
b = 99-1/4”
M =horizontally
N = header 1 and header 2































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
M = horizontally








1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
4. Cut to (b)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
b = 137”
M = horizontally










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Header 
Y = 16” on center
M = vertically













1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




X = Joist 
Y = 16” on center
b = 144”
M =vertically











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) OSB
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)






N = to floor joists. Long direction should go 
perpendicular to direction of  joists. 
Y = until all Floor is completely covered. 





































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plate











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = soleplate and top plate, excluding studs 4 
and 8











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)









N = top of  door frame
B = header













4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 3.2 ,4, 5.2
b = 8”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 01











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
b = 13”
M = vertically










5. Attach Wall 01 (M) to (N)
M = vertically














1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6

























1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates












1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 1 and Top plate 1, excluding 
stud 3











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 2 and Top plate 2, excluding 
stud 7












2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 02










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
b = 13”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 24”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 03































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
M = horizontally








1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
4. Cut to (b)




X = Sill 
Y = 16” on center
b = 137”
M = horizontally










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Header 
Y = 16” on center
M = vertically













1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) dimensional lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




X = Joist 
Y = 16” on center
b = 144”
M =vertically











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) OSB
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)






N = to floor joists. Long direction should go 
perpendicular to direction of  joists. 
Y = until all Floor is completely covered. 





































1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plate











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = soleplate and top plate, excluding studs 4 
and 8











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)









N = top of  door frame
B = header













4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 3.2 ,4, 5.2
b = 8”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 01











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)





















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 7.2, 8, 9.2
b = 13”
M = vertically










5. Attach Wall 01 (M) to (N)
M = vertically














1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 2
5
6

























1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)
















1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimenisonal Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
3. Mark piece @ (Y)




X = Top plates












1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 1 and Top plate 1, excluding 
stud 3











1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)








N = Soleplate 2 and Top plate 2, excluding 
stud 7












2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 36”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 02










1. Select (x) x (y) x (z) Dimensional Lumber
2. Designate piece(s) as (X) 
4. Cut to (b)




















4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
X = studs 2.2, 3, 4.2
b = 13”
M = vertically











2. Designate piece(s) as (Y) 
4. Cut to (b)
5. Attach pieces (M) to (N)
9. Insert (H) to (B)
X = studs 6.2, 7, 8.2
Y = trimmers 
b = 24”
M = vertically
N = soleplate @ regular stud spacing
H = Window 03










Textual Ecosystem 02: Domestic Averages 
The results from the construction manual proved to be driven from aesthetic decisions, so I began 
to adapt my textual ecosystem to address the typical criteria used when purchasing homes; cost, 
size, and location.
I was able to extract data from certain domestic organizations such as; simplyadditions.com, The 
National Association of  Homebuilders, and the National Association of  Realtors:
1) Simply Additions was used for the base floorplans /designs and budget.
2) The National Association of  Home Buyers designates the average amount of  square    
 footage per space in a house depending on the overall size of  the house. The NAHB    
 also designates the percentage of  siding material per geographic region of  the country. 
3) The National Association of  Realtors portrays trends in size, cost, and yard size for varying   




















This series of  models represent different iterations of  a generic two story bedroom addition 
extracted from simplyadditions.com. The framing components of  this addition were organized and 
compiled into a spreadsheet. This spreadsheet then served as a basis for mutations to occur. These 
mutations are controlled by constraints extracted from Textual Ecosystem 02; square footage, 
lot size, amount of  material, and percentage of  siding material. Client profiles (age and income) 
taken from a survey from the National Association of  Realtors to guide the manipulation of  the 
same series of  constraints; square footage, lot size, amount of  material, and percentage of  siding 
material. 
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